
DJ audio components & lighting stands. 161

mm Adrenaline -series dual CD digital player
with frame -accurate, forward/reverse cue control
6 -bit linear, 8 -times oversampling. Frame -accurate cue search -1 second equals 75

rames! Advance or reverse in 1 -frame increments to nail down your cue points to an
!xact frame. Jog shuttles for smooth manual search and scan. Adjust pitch ±8% to
hange song tempo. Display shows time elapsed, remaining, and overall. Instant Start.
.ocking CD doors. Rack mountable. (Two pieces.) 19x4x 11". 19x4x4'h' 22 lbs.
1SU 11931771 549.99
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M21 Adrenaline -series CD player has cue
Frame -search, pitch control
16 -bit linear, 8 -times oversampling. 75 frames -a -second search lets you set an exact
:ue setting. Player locates cue point after play has continued. Display shows lime
?lapsed, remaining, and overall. Use jog wheel for forward/reverse search at 6 differ-
tnt speeds. Reverse and forward stutter. Quick start. Variable pitch control: 4, 8, or
16% selectable. Rack -mountable unit. 19x4x11 Weighs 12'h lbs.
RSU 11931755 299.99

arm Dual CD digital player with precise cue
control and variable pitch controls
Rack -mountable player has 16 -bit linear, 8 -times oversampling. Cue to music can be
set at any position on the CD. Adjust the pitch of a song to exact key of a singer's
voice, or match a beat to an exact note. Display shows CD track's elapsed and
remaining time. Repeat, moni:or indicators. Variable pitch control ±8%. Precision A -B
loop. (2 pc.) 19x31/2x23/4". 19x31/2x10'! Weighs 20 lbs. RSU 11931763 469.99

- DJ belt -drive manual turntable
with cue controls
Low on cost but high on features. Feather -touch start/stop control. S-shaped tonearm
with adjustable anti -skate system helps prevent needle from skipping. Strobe illumina-
tor helps set exact 331/3 and 45 RPM speeds. Push-button cue controls. Solenoid -type
electronic braking system. 1731.x63/10x 14'/3" Weighs 15'h lbs. Wow & flutter: 0.15% WRMS.

Magnetic cartridge sold separately. RSU 11931789 199.99

Lights not
included

arzi Lighting stands-put on a good show
(1) Complete trussing system for mounting lights. Perfect for mobile
DJs, bands and rentals. Offe-s easy setup and high stability. Two black an-
odized aluminum tripods telescope to 9 feet, and have 2 locking safety pins.
Includes two T -bars and 5 -foot truss I -beams that lock together to create
a 10 -foot trussing span. (Lighting equipment shown not included.) 1'h" -
diameter tubing. 200 -lb. load capacity. Weighs 38 lbs.
RSU 11510609 ... 249.99

(2) 6 -foot tripod speaker stand with mounting plate. Extend speaker
coverage area-elevate speaker to ear level. Black anodized stand tele-
scopes 6 feet. Supports speaker weighing up to 65 lbs. Weighs Th lbs.
RSU 10454353 Each 79.99

(3) 12 -foot tripod with T -bar support. Telescopes to 9 feet. Includes
hardware. 1'h" -diameter tubing. 100 -lb. load capacity. Weighs 11 lbs.
RSU 11510591. 119.99

(4) 9 -foot tripod with 1 -Ur support. Designed for hanging par can and
pin spot stage lights. Black aluminum stand telescopes to 9 feet. Includes
T -bar support, hardware. 1.2' -diameter tubing. 50 -lb. capacity. Weighs 9 lbs.
RSU 11510583 49.99

Items with an 11511 number are available for fast shipment direct to your door from RadioShack Unlimited'. Shipping and pricing information on page 395.


